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Forecasting Covid-19 mortality with age strati"ed case 

data

by Marc Bevand

covid-19-mortality-forecasting

input data: age, onset of symptoms, age-strati!ed CFR

outputs: future deaths, past deaths

forecast window: 25 days

model type: arithmetic

Age strati"ed incidence time series for Floridae Example forecast accuracy for Floridaa Age strati"ed CFRs for Floridab c
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1) Detailed description and representative outputs of Covid-19 mortality forecasts

1) Code and Example using Florida Dataset

1) Florida COVID-19 cases and deaths

A simple improvement to forecasting Covid-19 mortality was developed by using age-
strati!ed data [Source Code 1] to address the large variance in case fatality ratio (CFR) 
across age groups [1].

In Panel A, mortality forecasts using this method showed similar performance in 
predicting observed deaths compared to representative alternative models  for the 
same region  [2-5]. Forecast is based on the age of every single Covid-19 case reported 
by the Florida Department of Health combined with 4 models of age-strati!ed CFRs. 
The forecasting method involves calculating age strati!ed CFRs, !tting a gamma 
distribution for time lag between onset of symptoms and death, and !nally calculating 
the proportion and timing of mortality for current cases.  

In Panel B, age-strati!ed CFRs were calculated from existing death data.  Moving 
averages with 35 day (solid lines) and 14 day (dashed lines) windows were applied as 
well as a correction for right-censoring (missing death records in recent data). Dotted 
lines represent 14 day moving average without correction for right-censoring. 

In Panel C, a gamma distribution was !tted to data pooled across all ages and had a 
mean onset symptom to death of 25.1 days. Slight di"erences in age-speci!c gamma 
distributions were noticeable, however age strati!ed gamma distributions did not 
substantially alter forecasts and thus a single gamma distribution pooled across all age 
groups was used.

Third, future mortality was then forecasted by calculating the proportion and timing of 
mortality in current cases in each age group. A more recent forecast for mortality in the 
state of Florida through October 2020 is provided in Panel D. 

A detailed example using the Florida Department of Health (FDOH) open Covid-19 data 
set [ Dataset 1] includes additional details and explanations [Protocols 1]. Additional 
scripts and data visualizations that may be helpful to !nd and understand relevant 
patterns in the data are also included [Source Code 1]. For example, a script to visualize 
case counts across time and age brackets as heat maps is shown in Panel E, where each 
pixel represents 7-day time period and 5 year age bracket.

The FDOH resource [Dataset 1] is to our knowledge the only open dataset 
documenting the exact age of hundreds of thousands of cases. Health departments 
and other maintainers of Covid-19 datasets should prioritize inclusion of age parameter 
and age-strati!ed CFRs to improve the accuracy of morbidity and mortality forecasts 
and analyses. 

A limitation of our technique speci!c to the FDOH dataset is that date of death and 
onset of symptoms (used for gamma distribution model) is not always accurate. We 
know this is an important issue because another dataset published by FDOH—deaths 
by day—allows us to infer there is often a delay of multiple weeks between the 
moment a death occurs, and the moment the death is re#ected in the line list. 
However we cannot identify individual deaths or symptom onset dates to correct for 
this delay. This limitation contributes to  longer tails in the onset-to-death distribution. 

Overall, our method o"ers a fast and simple way to predict Covid-19 mortality using 
age-strati!ed case data.
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